BURIAL BELT

What if we could solve
Australia’s burial crisis by
healing its natural environment?
Burial Belt rethinks the
environmental impact, logistics
and experience of burial.

The increasing scarcity of developable land within Australian cities
has lead to an urgent shortage of burial space and has priced
remaining cemetery plots beyond ordinary means. At the same
time, the edges of Australian cities have become progressively
denuded of vegetation. Landclearing rates in Australia are
amongst the highest in the developed world, and the expanding
livestock industry will alone consume 3 million hectares of native
bushland between 2010 and 2030.
In this proposal, burial plots are ‘planted’ in the earth along with
native vegetation, allowing re-forestation to occur with birds,

Responding to dwindling
reserves of urban cemetery
space and rampant
deforestation, this project
envisions the gradual acquisition
and transformation of sparse
grazing land on the city fringe
to create beautiful green
landscapes for natural burial.

mammals, reptiles and insects gradually reoccupying the area.
Cemetery sites are managed like natural parkland, complete with
low-impact walkways, with timber periodically harvested to capture
atmospheric carbon and create space for clearings.
Over a short span of time, burial spaces would be subsumed by
forest. Eventually, individual cemetery sites could join together
as a continuous green ‘belt,’ linking areas of remnant habitat and
constraining urban and industrial sprawl.
While those interred in this progressive model of burial ground
would have no lasting monuments and would slowly decompose
into the soil, leaving little trace behind, burial spaces would be
protected by law in perpetuity, providing a permanent covenant
over the land that preserves the forest for eternity.
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Extent of Greater Sydney urban
development in 1917.

A restrictive ‘Green Belt,’
proposed in the 1948
Cumberland County Planning
Scheme to stem sprawl and
habitat loss, has since proved
inneffective, with the city’s
footprint more than doubling in
size in the ensuing decades.

The city’s population will swell by
1.3 million over the next 20 years,
putting enormous pressure on
the last remaining tracts of open
space at the foothills of the Blue
Mountains. Burial Belt creates a
last line of defence at the current
limit of ongoing and expanding
major development on Sydney’s
periphery.

Camden Park, located on
Dharug and Dharawal land in
Sydney’s south west, is one of
the key areas on the city fringe
where housing development is
expanding rapidly into grazing
land and remnant Cumberland
Plain woodland.
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Burial Belt growth stage one: key grazing
land at the edge of suburban and industrial
developments is gradually obtained from
landholders and rezoned for cemetery use.
Large cleared lots are acquired, with areas
assessed for burial suitability and steeply
sloping or flood-prone land excluded.

Stage two: adjacent lots are acquired
and interconnected. Clearings and paths
provide access to burial sites. As more
sites are amalgamated over time, paths
are extended to new clearings, while other
paths and clearings disappear as the
forest reaches maturity.

Stage three: links are infilled to create
a continuous parkland, forming an
uninterrupted belt of burial forest around
urbanised areas that is protected by law in
perpetuity.
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Detail plan: indicative segment of Burial Belt
at Camden Park, south-west Sydney
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BURIAL BELT

Detail of Burial Belt showing forest clearings and connecting paths

Let us reimagine how we dispose of our dead
not as an end in itself, but as a reaffirmation of
our place within a finite ecology shared by all
living things.
Dispensing with headstones, paved pathways, coffins and chemical
preservatives, natural burial minimises ecological disturbance, with trees,
scrub and wildlife supplanting the dense rows of graves found in traditional
cemeteries. This approach improves upon recent alternatives that provide
tree memorials for cremated remains. Cremation accounts for more than
two-thirds of all Australian interments, and is often misunderstood as an
environmentally-friendly process. In fact, every cremation requires the energy
equivalent of 10,000 standard light bulbs or 40 litres of petrol, while emitting

Large clearings create a human scale within the forest’s immensity and assist with navigation to smaller ‘burial rings’

Intimately scaled ‘burial rings’ are arrayed around the edge of the clearings, with forest beyond

concentrated pollutants like mercury and dioxin. Not only is natural burial
significantly better for the environment than cremation or conventional burial,

Archival images, top left-right:

its cost is comparable to cremation and cheaper than other burial options.

Plan of the Cowpastures
[Camden], 1820-1840

Burial Belt is a big-picture idea for simultaneously addressing urgent burial
space shortages, providing a replacement land use for carbon-intensive

View of the Government Hut at
Cowpastures, 1804

livestock grazing, reversing deforestation, filtering atmospheric emissions,
introducing an affordable ecological alternative to cremation, limiting urban

Augustus Earle, View of the
farm of J. Hassel (Hassall)
Esqr, Cow Pastures 1825-28

sprawl, and improving the enjoyment of burial spaces for all by offering
green, vibrant, majestic and calm landscapes that grow and change over
time.

Joseph Lycett, View upon
the Nepean River, at the Cow
Pastures New South Wales,
1824-1825

Widely applicable for cities across Australia and around the world, the
implementation of this idea has been demonstrated at Camden Park in south-

Source: State Library of NSW

western Sydney, an area particularly vulnerable to the loss of ecological
habitat and agricultural land due to suburban growth. Burial Belt’s title
references the historic ‘Green Belt’ that was originally devised in the 1948
Cumberland Plan to constrain Sydney’s outward sprawl. The city has since
expanded beyond the remnant Green Belt and now threatens to consume
the entire Sydney basin. Using commemorative spaces to plant permanent
forests and deter rapacious development, Burial Belt could be an ideal
strategy for preserving Sydney’s fragile environment.
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Site documentation: Camden Park triptych, 2019
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